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','.;e have seen much change in our lavvs - some would even 

say too much change. �ie need cite only t:'ie nevv· Corporation Code 

enacted in 1955; the new Intestate Succession Act enacted in 

1959; the Dniforr;1 Corn.n1Arcial Cods of 1967; the nev.,- Judicial ,(ct 

v1rhich -v,:ent into effect in this County a fe1rJ r:1onths ago; and 

fin�lly, the new Code of Civil Procedure which will become 

effective July 1, 1969. 

But note, if you will, that all these changes in the sta

tutory lo.w of �,!orth Carolina have b1::;en in the a.rea of civil le.it{. 

It has been several decades since we took a close look at the 

criminal laws of our State. I believe that this should be a 

cause for some concern, especially among members of the legal 

profession. 

I know that many persons in private practice would pre-

fer not to he r1::;mindsd of the criminal la�. It would seem to 

have little to do wi�h an insurance retainer, a corporate account, 

to title practice at the Building and Loan - that it, in fact, 

arpears to have little to do wit!.1 anything other than the hard

ened criminals most of us wish we never had to represent. 
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I'rothing could be further from the truth, and I must 

adni t that I have just, in t!1e rs st few mo'1ths, come tc f,illy 

realize this. 

During the recent carr:paigns, I made the statement on one 

occasion that I did not feel a particular need for enacti�g new 

criminal statutes or even revamping those no1r.,r on the books. I 

said that probably better enforcement of existing law V.Jas the 

answer to many of 0
1ir probleLls in the criminal field. I nov,.r 

kncn,,r that more is required. 

The present criminal laws of North Carolina, in my opi!:.

ion, are n0t sufficient to meet the needs of our Twentieth 

Century .Society. 

Our present laws relati'1g to crimi'lal procedure in North 

Caroline, clearly are not sufficient to cope with the increasing 

volume of our criminal courts and many of our solicitors, dedi

cated to rendering good service to the State, are becomi�g 

increasingly frustrated. 

Therefore, it seems to me that the time has come for us, 

as members of the Bar, to give serious consideration to the 

merits of revising Chapters 14 and 15 of the General Statutes 

of Forth Carolina a'1d codifying as much of the cor.m1on law that 

deals with this field as possible. The need exists and is bei'1g 

voiced by almost everyone interested and involved in this judicial 

process: solicitors a'1d judges, defendants and complai'1snts, 

and the general public. 

�-luch of' the cri:iinal le.�.,T in this State, as you knov,T, is 
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d e·ri ved from the common lE.tV-T, and in the opini'.:>n of many, the 

common law nc longsr affords guidslinss sufficiently modsrn and 

precise to educate laynen to understand, and thus to obey, the 

com.'Tiands of the St&te proscribing anti..,social conduct or to 

enable law enforcer,,�,nt officers or courts to enforce the:n. 

This was true sixty years ago. In his memorable address 

to the American Bar Associ&tion in 1906, Roscoe Pound emphasized 

the layman. 1 s dissatisf2.ction with the common law in these terms. 

''The defects of form inherent in our system of case law 

have bsen the subject of discussion and controversy too often 

to require extended consideration. Suffice it to say that the 

want of certainty, confusion and incompleteness inherent in all 

case law ... [is obvious even] to the layman. The compensating 

advantages of this system, as seen by the lawyer and by the 

scientific investigator, are not apparent to him. What he sees 

is another phase of the great game; a citation match between 

counsel, v,i th a certainty that diligence can rake up a decision 

somewhere in support of any conceivable proposition. " 

There are large areas in v1rhich the courts are almost 

completely dependent on general principles of the common law to 

give content to the criminal law of North Carolina. 

There is a lack of coherent organization of the present 

statutory criminal laws. All too often laws have been enacted 

to remedy particular situations. For instance, during my first 

term in the Senate in 1955, we suddenly learned that an officer 

could not arrest a :p'.lblic drunk without a warrant, and so we 



hurriedly amended the laws with regard to arrest without warrants. 

And this has been so down through the years. Four years 

ago and two years ago we enacted a rash of laws designed to cope 

with violence which supposedly was being committed by white 

militants in this State. 

Now, we find it necessary to enact a new rash of laws to 

deal with violence and lawlessness committed by a new type of 

militant, both black and white. 

We have had to enact stop-gap legislation to deal with 

the question of providing attorneys for indigents and with post 

conviction hearings involving a multitude of questions which have 

been brought to the forefront by the recent Supreme Court decisions. 

The end result of all this fragmented effort is many 

defects, lack of organization, gaps in our criminal laws, and 

overlapping crimes. 

The several hundred sections of our criminal code lack 

almost any kind of coherent organization_. They are the end pro

duct of more than 150 years of legislative tinkering. They may 

be thought of as a vast blackboard on which the legislative 

teachers write their lessons in chalk and new sections are added 

in any relevant space. Old sections are amended by inserting 

and erasing words, clauses, sentences and paragraphs. And 

surely a great deal of expert skill and effort have gone into 

each addition or deletion. But no one in decades has ever tried 

to reorganize and harmonize this vast body of law to which all 

of us are expected to conform, at peril of criminal prosecution 



with its 'lttendant disgrace and punishment. 

I t':"link that those of you who have had some experience 

in the practice of criminal law will agree with ue that our 

criminal la�vvs he.ve 11grovin lik-9 Topsy n , that they are too wuch a 

hodge-podge of old statutes and hasty revisions, of common lav: 

scattered throughout the State's R2porter system often too obscurely 

to be of assistance to either law enforcement personnel, court 

officials, or defenda�ts. Again, I suggest that it is time to 

give serious co�sideration to revising and clarifying, to collect-

ing and organizing our criminal laws and procedures. 

If nothing else, recent decisions of the United States 

Supreme Court would seem to make such action imperative. The 

criminal law is changing drastically through judicial decisions. 

Recently, the Court, in ST.lTE v 'TOR.HIS, held in a unanimous 

opinion that an indigent defendant charged with a crime punishable 

by a sentence in excess of 0500 fine or 6 months in jail is en

titled to counsel. Cur law relating to the death penalty, en-

tangled with s.cendments and pro1.risos, has been declared unconsti-

tutional and we find ourselves again in the position of reacting 

to these decisions by stopgap methods. 

'cie can talk forever about enforcing the law, maintaining 

pi.1blic order, and insuring justice in our State and Natio".l, \:e 

can train law enforcement officials and nrovide them with adeouate . 

, " 

compensation. l.e can elect competent, trained and dedicated 

solicitors and judges. �e can put good and reputable people on 

our juries. 
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But unless "vie have clearly written lav.rs on our books, 

designed to deal 1-,.ri th the criminal problems 0£' our day, we have 

accomplished very little. If we have adequate laws but the 

judicial proci:;ss is so filled 1A•ith procedural snags that justice 

sil'lply cannot be achieved, we again have acconplished nothing. 

In fact, this is a sure way to cause the crininal law to break 

dovv"'n completely. 

tnd breakdown of the criminal law col1ld easily be the 

forerunner 0f c breakdown in the civil law. 

A person who knov,ringly violates a criminal law v.rill just 

as readily violate and look with scorn on our civil laws and pro

ced,.ires. The man v1ho steals outright another's goods would just 

as soon use devious, though not criminal means, to steal another's 

lands, to deny another his inheritance, and to defraud i�surance 

companies and public instructions of their funds. 

I would not pretend that a revision of the criminal laws 

and procedure of our State is a cure-all for all our problems. 

E-ut I do think it ca� be a vital and effective means to increase 

respect for our criminal laws; to enable local law enforcement 

officers to act v.ri th !:lcre assurance a!1d, consequer..tly, more 

effectiveness; to give solicitors 6etter tools for prosecution; 

to spell out the law so that neither the State nor defendants 

have to wonder when a violation has occurred; and to devise a 

judicial process that will insure due process, unclog the courts, 

and restore some lost faith in criminal procedure. 
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Should Vle not in these days of trials, when crime is 

increasing beyond our wildest fears, v-:hen. criminal laws are being 

tested continuously in the Courts, 111c1hen law enforcement officials 

need statutory support to maintain public order and prevent 

violence, when courts are clogged and attorneys are unsure what 

proper procedure is, when prosecutors and defendant attorneys 

alike are begging for clarification of the law - should we not in 

these days of trials be taking a hard look at the whole area of 

criminal law and procedure? I think we should if the system is 

to be effective and the prople are to maintain their faith in it, 

And I think it should be done before the State Legislature 

convenes in 1971. This task is of vital importance, for I be

lieve we rrnst make sure criminal laws are sufficiently modern and 

precise to be effective tools of those of us in the legal pro

fession and to educate laymen to understand, and thus to obey, 

the comr:1ac1ds of the State lirni ting anti-social conduct. 

'i'he objectives of such a study should be, wnong others: 

1. To remove duplications, inconsistencies, invalid 

provisions and obsolete materials. 

2. To stat9 in clear, simple and und9rstandable terms 

the elements of the crime; avoiding over-generality on the one 

hand, and detailed enumeration (so characteristic of present pro

visions) on the other. 

The statement of the offense should not be so general that 

a reading of the statute leaves unclear the prohibited conduct. 

At the same time, it should not be so detailed that it runs the 
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risk of omission of specific acts not thought of when the ermme

ration ,,.ra.s made and invites technicality in the adm.inistratio!l 

of cri�inal justice� 

3. To conform the la1."r to accepted modern standards and 

concepts within the field of the specific crime considered. 

4. To codify wherever possible the many crimes found 

throughout the commor. law to the end that they may be clearly 

understood and defined; for in the final analysis, it is obvious 

that an effective response to crime will not be possible as long 

as the police and the public are required to understand and en

force laws which are virtually unenforceable, conflicting, 

ambiguous or unrelated to present needs. 

I do not mean to suggest by this proposal that our present 

criminal laws are completely insufficient. Our present scheme of 

criminal 18-r.\r and procedure is vvorking - but it is not 1Horking as 

well as it should. I suspect it is working in spite of the fact 

that it is the product of little design and of little planning. 

It is in fact something of a wonder that it works as well as it 

does considering the fact that much of it was initiated centuries 

ago; 

Sc, I do not mean to imply that we are on the verge of 

anarchy or a total breakdown of law enforcement. I do mean to 

say that though we have been constantly i□proving whole areas of 

our civil lew, and devoting much time and expert knowledge to this 

effort, 1,,e have virtually ignored the pressing nesd for change 
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end revision in crimine.l laws and procedure. I do belie1re quite 

firr.1ly that we must nov1 end th.:: practice of hastily legislating 

answers to new Gourt decisions, of relying on outdated and refe-

titious cri□inal s�atutes to deal with problems of the 1960 1 s, 

and of allowing so much of our criminal law to be buried in the 

co□,,1on laH, difficult for even the best legal minds to find and 

interpret. 

•:e simply cannot build and �aintain a society based on 

law, order and justice if the tools we use are not suited to the 

task. 


